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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 

 
NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 

 
The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) Note: in order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, 
Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax notification to the department of the request to argue and 
specification of issues to be argued. Dept. 12’s Fax Number is: (925) 608-2693 and the email 
address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 
 

 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01517 
CASE NAME: ANTHONY ARMERINO  VS.  AARON ELLINGTON 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER RESPONSES 
FILED BY AARON ELLINGTON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This dispute was previously taken to a discovery facilitator, who was not able to complete 
the process due to illness.  The parties are directed to seek another discovery facilitator. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02159 
CASE NAME: ZGHOUL  VS.  ALZGHOUL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FILED BY HAMDI M. ALZGHOUL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s motion for leave to file an amended complaint is granted, subject to the 
important caveat stated below.  Plaintiff shall file and serve the amended complaint on or before 
July 17, 2017. 
 
The Court makes no finding as to whether or not the addition of a new plaintiff “relates back” to 
the filing date of the original Complaint, for purposes of the statute of limitations.  The Court also 
makes no finding on the issue of whether, if the addition does not relate back, the new plaintiff’s 
claims are timely for purposes of the statute of limitations.  Rather, the Court finds that it should 
defer a consideration of the substantive merits of the proposed amended complaint, including 
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any statute of limitations defense, for future proceedings.  (See, Atkinson v. Elk Corp. (2003) 
109 Cal.App.4th 739, 760 [“we believe that the better course of action would have been to allow 
[the plaintiff] to amend the complaint and then let the parties test its legal sufficiency in other 
appropriate proceedings”].) 
 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00210 
CASE NAME: CYPRESS INSURANCE  VS.  COTTON 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE COMPLAINT IN INTERVENTION 
FILED BY AGUSTIN PADILLA-VILLEGAS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion of Agustin Padilla-Villegas to intervene in this case is granted.  The Court notes, 
however, that the motion recites that the proposed complaint in intervention is attached; in fact, 
nothing is attached.  Plaintiff-Intervenor may file his Complaint in Intervention within 30 days. 
 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00350 
CASE NAME: M. P-F  VS.  BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The plaintiff in this case, a minor, is represented in this action by his mother as his guardian ad 
litem.  Plaintiff was robbed at the El Cerrito Del Norte BART station.  After Plaintiff had exited his 
train and was walking down the platform, an unidentified man stuck a gun in his waist and 
pushed him into the stairwell, where he robbed him of his wallet.  Plaintiff has sued BART under 
both a vicarious liability and dangerous condition theory.  Plaintiff filed the required 
administrative claim within six months. 
 
The present pleading is the First Amended Complaint (FAC), filed after a meet-and-confer 
concerning the original complaint.  BART demurs to both causes of action.  The demurrer is 
sustained with leave to amend as to the first cause of action, and overruled as to the 
second cause of action. 
 
SUMMARY OF FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
 
On or about April 1, 2016, plaintiff was a patron on BART and got off the BART train at the El 
Cerrito Norte station at approximately 5:30 p.m.  As plaintiff was walking on the station platform, 
he was accosted by an armed gunman who held a gun to plaintiff’s waist and ordered him to 
keep moving.  The gunman directed plaintiff to a stairway where there were no surveillance 
cameras, and once in the stairway, proceeded to rob plaintiff of his wallet. 
 
Plaintiff alleges on information and belief that at the time of the robbery, there were no BART 
employees on duty at the subject BART station. 
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BART refused to properly investigate the robbery or attempt to identify and apprehend the 
individual who had robbed plaintiff.  Plaintiff’s mother repeatedly contacted BART’s police 
department to ascertain what efforts were being made to identify and apprehend the individual 
who had robbed her son.  BART told her “not to expect any results any time soon” and “that due 
to the poor quality of what surveillance cameras do exist at the El Cerrito Del Norte BART 
station that it would be difficult to identify the individual who had committed the robbery even if 
he did appear on camera.”  (FAC ¶ 7) 
 
Plaintiff alleges on information and belief that BART knew or should have known of a high level 
of criminal activity occurring at the El Cerrito Del Norte BART station, including:  (1) an individual 
being pistol-whipped on June 28, 2012; (2) an individual being beaten unconscious on or about 
June 12, 2014, and (3) a shooting and robbery on or about August 19, 2015.  The El Cerrito Del 
Norte BART station is one of the top five BART stations with the highest level of criminal activity.  
Despite such actual or constructive knowledge of the level of criminal activity at the El Cerrito 
Del Norte BART station, BART failed to take adequate security measures, thereby increasing 
the likelihood of exactly the type of harm that befell Plaintiff. 
 
The California Tort Claims Act 
 
Although the FAC contains a number of broad-ranging allegations such as inadequate police 
staffing and inadequate investigation of this robbery, the theories of liability presented in the 
FAC – and defended in plaintiff’s opposition to this demurrer – are much more limited.  Under 
the California Tort Claims Act, a public entity’s potential liability arises under two sources:  
(1)  liability based on the entity’s own conduct and legal obligations, and (2) liability based on 
respondeat superior principles for the misconduct of the entity’s employees that occurred in the 
scope of their employment.  The Tort Claims Act draws a clear distinction between the liability of 
a public entity based on its own conduct and the liability arising from the conduct of a public 
employee.  Here, plaintiff asserts one cause of action under each of these two branches. 
 
Vicarious Liability Based on Duties of a Common Carrier 
 
Plaintiff’s first cause of action rests on a respondeat superior theory.  Government Code § 820 
provides that, with certain exceptions, an employee of a public entity “is liable for injury caused 
by his act or omission to the same extent as a private person.”  Section 815.2 further provides 
that the public entity is vicariously liable for the torts of its employees, committed in the scope of 
employment.  To state a claim of this kind, therefore, a plaintiff must allege a tort committed by 
one or more employees, for which tort the public entity may be vicariously liable. 
 
In this case, plaintiff does not point to any particular BART employee who was, or should have 
been, directly involved in preventing or interfering with the robbery.  On the contrary, the FAC 
alleges that there were no BART employees at all at the El Cerrito Del Norte station at the time 
of the robbery (even though it was a weekday evening commute hour).  The employees sought 
to be implicated in this cause of action are vaguely and generically described, but it appears that 
they are various BART officials responsible for making general decisions about such matters as 
security, staffing, and crime prevention.  Plaintiff alleges that BART is a common carrier, and 
that these employees 
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were therefore responsible for ensuring the safety of BART patrons at the El 
Cerrito Del Norte BART station, including … evaluating the nature and extent of 
criminal activity at the El Cerrito Del Norte BART station and ensuring that 
reasonable measures are in place to address such criminal activity and warning 
of such dangers.  [The employees], as common carriers, owed a duty of care to 
BART patrons at the El Cerrito Del Norte BART station to take reasonable 
measures to address such criminal activity as was reasonably foreseeable at the 
El Cerrito Del Norte BART station.  [The employees] breached such a duty of 
care by failing to take such reasonable measures, including … failure to properly 
staff the El Cerrito Del Norte BART station, failing to ensure an adequate BART 
police presence, failure to have in place adequate video surveillance cameras to 
enable the identification of perpetrators of crime to facilitate their apprehension, 
failure to avoid “dead spots” particularly in isolated areas where criminal activity 
is likely to occur on a public premises such as the stairway where plaintiff was 
robbed, and failure to take all reasonable measures to identify and apprehend 
perpetrators in order to discourage further criminal activity and instead being 
more concerned with avoiding bad publicity for defendant BART. 
 

FAC ¶ 12. 
 
There are a number of potential legal difficulties with this theory of liability, but BART raises only 
one, and so we will address only the single issue raised in the demurrer.  BART attacks only the 
premise of this cause of action that, with respect to the incident at issue here, its employees 
owed an elevated standard of care as employees of a common carrier.  Because plaintiff does 
not attempt to assert a theory of vicarious liability on the basis of general negligence, BART 
argues, this cause of action must fail. 
 
BART acknowledges that it has a “special relationship” with Plaintiff while Plaintiff is a 
passenger on its trains.  BART cites to McGettigan v. BART (1997) 57 Cal.App.4th 1011.  The 
court in McGettigan explained that an affirmative duty towards a plaintiff is triggered by a special 
relationship.  The special relationship of common carrier and passenger gives rise to the highest 
duty of care.  While a carrier is not an insurer of its passenger’s safety, a carrier is required by 
statute to use the utmost care and diligence for safe carriage to provide everything necessary 
for that purpose and to exercise to that end a reasonable degree of skill.  See Civil Code 
§ 2100.  This statutory duty is one “of utmost care and the vigilance of a very cautious person.”  
Id. at 1017.  Likewise, at common law, a common carrier is under a duty to its passengers to 
take reasonable action to protect them against unreasonable risk of physical harm and to give 
them the first aid after it knows or has reason to know that they are ill or injured, and to care for 
them until they can be cared for by others.  Id. 
 
The parties here agree on these general principles.  They differ as to when, during a 
passenger’s trip through the carrier’s facilities, this “special relationship” starts and stops.  BART 
contends that this “special relationship” is owed only while passengers are in transitu; it ends 
when passengers have safely departed from the transportation vehicle.  Once a passenger has 
safely exited the vehicle, the relationship of carrier-passenger terminates and the carrier owes 
the passenger no affirmative duty to render assistance.  See McGettigan, 57 Cal.App.4th at 
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1017-18.  Plaintiff argues, to the contrary, that this “special relationship” does not necessarily 
end the moment the passenger sets foot off of the train car (or other vehicle).  It continues until 
the passenger has reached a place of relative safety.  His argument on this point is 
straightforward:  The El Cerrito Del Norte station is not a place of relative safety, because BART 
officials have not taken sufficient steps to protect passengers against crime there. 
 
The case law on this point is not entirely straightforward, and to some extent it may be difficult to 
harmonize with itself.  In the Court’s view, however, the law is not as categorical as either party 
contends.  There is no per se rule that the carrier owes no elevated duty for anything that 
happens once the passenger’s foot leaves the train car.  But neither is it the case that anything 
occurring inside the carrier’s fixed facility (such as a BART station) is subject to that elevated 
duty. 
 
In this respect, it is important to remember that we are not discussing a stark dichotomy of 
elevated common-carrier duty versus no tort duty at all.  If a particular set of facts falls outside 
the scope of a common carrier’s “special relationship” with passengers, that does not equate to 
the defendant being completely off the hook.  Rather, it means only that the defendant may be 
liable, or not, based on general principles of negligence that apply to businesses (or public 
entities) other than common carriers. 
 
The cases reflect that a carrier may still owe an elevated duty extending temporally beyond the 
actual conveyance of the passenger – but only if the danger involved is one that has a direct 
connection to the fact of transportation as such.  In several cases, for example, a common-
carrier duty has been extended to include the manner in which a passenger boards or alights 
from the conveyance vehicle.  E.g., Brandelius v. San Francisco (1957) 47 Cal.2d 729; Riggins 
v. Pacific Greyhound Lines ((1963) 203 Cal.App.2d 125; McBride v. ATSF (1955) 44 Cal.2d 113.  
In Brandelius, the issue was that a streetcar passenger had to get off the streetcar in the middle 
of the street, where he was exposed to the danger of being hit by other streetcars or vehicles.  
In contrast, in Riggins the passenger debarked onto an ordinary roadside, a place of relative 
safety.  What happened to the passenger after that was no longer the subject of a “special 
relationship”.  See McGettigan, 57 Cal.App.4th at 1020. 
 
Similarly, in McGettigan, the passenger (who was quite inebriated) was discharged from a 
BART train onto the BART platform.  While there, he was injured either by falling off the platform 
or by being hit by a train (the particular details were unknown).  The court held that the incident 
did not fall within the scope of a carrier’s “special relationship” because the danger did not relate 
to the fact that the plaintiff had been riding on a train, or was going to do so.  The court relied on 
the analysis in Marshall v. United Airlines (1973) 35 Cal.App.3d 84, holding that the special 
relationship did not cover the injury of an airline passenger proceeding between two gates at an 
airport.  The Marshall court remarked, however, that a different result might have applied if the 
injury had occurred on the tarmac during a boarding or off-boarding process, caused by (say) 
moving vehicles or jet blast.  Id. at 87.  And see Orr v. Pacific Southwest Airlines (1989) 208 
Cal.App.3d 1467.  In Falls v. San Francisco, etc. Railroad Co. (1893) 97 Cal. 114, the California 
Supreme Court refused to impose a common carrier duty of care on a defendant railroad whose 
passenger tripped over freight on the railroad’s platform.  The Court reasoned that the carriage 
relationship had not yet arisen, so the railroad was bound simply to exercise ordinary care.  
Id.. at 117-19. 
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Here, plaintiff’s robbery is analogous to the passengers’ injuries in Marshall and Falls, in that it 
had nothing in particular to do with the fact or mode of transportation involved.  The escalator 
accident in Marshall could have occurred just as well in, say, a crowded shopping mall or the 
atrium of an office building.  The tripping accident in Falls could just have well occurred in a 
warehouse or a package-shipping business  Here, the robbery could just as well have occurred 
in a stairwell in a public parking lot, a hospital, or a shopping mall.  It happens to have occurred 
in a transportation terminal, but there is nothing special about transportation terminals as such 
that gives rise to robberies in stairwells. 
 
Plaintiff (a child) points to the language in McBride, 44 Cal.2d at 119, to the effect that a carrier 
must give special assistance to persons requiring it, such as children, the elderly, or the infirm.  
But that language referred specifically to the aid required in “boarding or alighting from its trains 
or cars” – not to anything separate from the transportation function.  See also McGettigan, 57 
Cal.App.4th at 1019-20.  It is not the law that BART owes two different levels of duty as to 
preventing crime in its stations – one level for ordinary adults, and another higher level of care 
for children or the infirm. 
 
Ingham v. Luxor Cab Co. (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 1045, may not cleanly fit this “related to the 
mode of transportation” criterion, but it is nevertheless harmonious with the general principle.  In 
Ingham, a cab driver (for no readily apparent reason) required his disabled passenger to 
disembark some distance from her intended destination.  She fell and was injured while trying to 
walk up a steep hill to reach the destination.  Although the court stated that the resulting liability 
was not merely a matter of contractual duty, its analysis stressed that the driver was under a 
duty to carry the passenger to her destination – not to somewhere else.  It may be said, then, 
that the injury arose from the failure of transportation to the intended destination.  No such issue 
arises here.  BART transported plaintiff to exactly where he wanted to go, namely to the El 
Cerrito Del Norte BART station. 
 
The Court therefore sustains the demurrer to the first cause of action.  Because it is not clear 
beyond all doubt that plaintiff may not be able to devise a workable theory of respondeat 
superior liability, leave to amend is granted.  If he chooses to amend, however, plaintiff would do 
well to bear in mind the limitations of the immunity stated in Government Code § 845 (see 
generally Zelig v. County of Los Angeles (2002) 27 Cal.4th 1112), and the issue of whether the 
executive-level employees he refers to could be subject to any personal liability for the decisions 
he challenges, as would be necessary before BART could be vicariously liable for their torts. 
 
Dangerous Condition of Public Property 

Plaintiff’s second cause of action is asserted on the basis of BART’s own direct liability on the 
basis of premises liability, as stated in Government Code § 835:  “…a public entity is liable for 
injury caused by a dangerous condition of its property if the plaintiff establishes that the property 
was in a dangerous condition at the time of the injury”, along with certain other requirements laid 
out in the section. 
 
A “dangerous condition” as defined by Government Code § 830 “means a condition of property 
that creates a substantial (as distinguished from a minor, trivial or insignificant) risk of injury 
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when such property is used with due care in a manner in which it is reasonably foreseeable that 
it will be used.”  The existence of a dangerous condition is usually a question of fact and may be 
resolved as a question of law only if reasonable minds can come to but one conclusion.  
Mittenhuber v. Redondo Beach (1983) 142 Cal.App.3d 1, 5-6; see Government Code § 830.2; 
De La Rosa v. San Bernardino (1971) 16 Cal.App.3d 739, 745; Gray v. Brinkerhoff (1953) 41 
Cal.App.2d 180, 183.   
 
Plaintiff’s second cause of action, like his first, lists a number of what he contends are failures of 
BART in insufficiently guarding against crime in the El Cerrito Del Norte station, including such 
items as inadequate police presence and non-diligent investigation.  Most of these, however, 
are barred by the settled principle that the danger of criminal activity by third parties, however 
serious or well-known it might be, cannot in itself constitute the kind of “dangerous condition of 
its property” that could give rise to liability under § 835.  E.g., Zelig, 27 Cal.4th 1112.  Zelig 
makes clear that “liability is imposed only when there is some defect in the property itself and a 
causal connection is established between the defect and the injury.”  Id. at 1135 (emphasis 
added).  The defect must be a physical attribute of the property, not something like the absence 
of enough police officers on it.  Moreover, such theories of liability through insufficient staffing or 
crime prevention are likely to run headlong into the immunity stated in § 845. 
 
Accordingly, in his opposition to this demurrer, plaintiff prudently restricts his focus to asserting 
liability on the basis of insufficient video surveillance coverage – both as to the allegedly poor 
quality of what cameras are present, and as to the creation of “dead spots” not covered by any 
video surveillance, including the stairwell where plaintiff was robbed.  This is the only aspect of 
plaintiff’s allegations that can be described as relating to the physical state of the BART station 
itself. 
 
This theory has some support in the case law.  In Peterson v. San Francisco CCD (1984) 36 
Cal.3d 799, for example, the court held that liability under § 845 could rest on the failure of the 
public entity to trim certain foliage that presented a greater risk of crime, by creating a location 
near a stairway, hidden from public view, where criminals could more readily commit their 
offenses.  Similarly, in Slapin v. Los Angeles International Airport (1976) 65 Cal.App.3d 484, 
insufficient lighting in an airport parking lot was held to be the kind of physical condition that 
could support liability on the public landowner for third-party crime.  Both cases stand for the 
proposition that when a physical attribute of the property creates an increased risk of criminal 
activity, that physical condition may be the basis for § 835 liability.  In the Court’s view, the 
asserted insufficiency of the video cameras at El Cerrito Del Norte – and in particular, the 
alleged absence of such cameras in the stairwell where plaintiff was robbed – is analogous to 
the excessive foliage in Peterson and the insufficient lighting in Slapin. 
 
In one sense, this allegation about insufficient video surveillance can be described as a 
disagreement over budgeting, management, and general crime prevention strategy – the kind of 
policy-level decision on which we should be wary of imposing tort liability, lest courts and juries 
end up making basic budgeting decisions and priorities for public entities.  See generally Zelig, 
supra.  But the same could be said of the college district’s decision not to pay more attention to 
possible criminal havens in Peterson, and the airport’s decision not to spend money on more 
lights in Slapin.  At the pleading stage, at least, plaintiff’s allegation about video coverage 
survives demurrer as a physical condition of the property. 
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That is not all that is required, however.  Plaintiff must also allege causation between the 
physical defect and the injury.  In Constance B. v. State (1986) 178 Cal.App.3d 200, for 
example, the court determined that although the state may have some duty to enhance the 
personal safety of motorists using the state highway rest stops, the state’s conduct in placing 
lights and trees so as to cast a shadow over the entrance to the woman’s restroom was not a 
substantial cause of the plaintiff’s injuries at the hands of a third party assailant.  The plaintiff’s 
assailant did not take advantage of the shadows but stood in the light.  Id. at 210-12.   
 
The second cause of action here does not suffer from the same lack of causation as in 
Constance B.  The FAC alleges that the robbery here took place in exactly the location directly 
affected by the insufficient coverage, namely a “dead spot” in the stairwell.  But the absence or 
insufficiency of video cameras does not, without more, create any enhanced risk of criminal 
activity.  In Peterson and Slapin, for example, the (largely unexplored) premise was that any 
mugger could see that there was an area hidden by foliage, or insufficiently lit in the parking lot, 
where the mugger could commit his or her crimes with less risk of interference or apprehension.  
That is not as obviously true of surveillance cameras, which most people probably do not notice 
one way or the other.  Plaintiff does not directly allege that criminals are aware of the absence of 
cameras in the stairwell, and exploit that absence by committing their robberies there.  That, 
however, is at least a fair implication of plaintiff’s allegation that “[t]he failure to maintain 
adequate surveillance and the creation of “dead spots” renders [the dead spots] more conducive 
to criminal activity”, FAC ¶ 22.  Indeed, it may be significant that the robber here specifically 
steered plaintiff to that dead spot. 
 
Accordingly, the demurrer to this cause of action is overruled. 
 
RJN 
 
BART requests that the court take judicial notice of Plaintiff’s original Complaint filed in this 
action on February 27, 2017 and Plaintiff’s FAC filed on April 25, 2017.  Defendant’s request is 
denied.  These pleadings are part of the court file.   
 
Plaintiff requests that the court take judicial notice of the following facts: 
 
Fact 1:  BART passengers pay their fare when they pass through the fare gates at their 
destination and the cost of the fare is calculated and then deducted from the BART card.   
 
Fact 2:  BART is an essential and integral component of the Bay Area public transportation 
network as well as one of the foundations of the Bay Area economy and public service 
announcements encourage the use of public transportation, including BART. 
 
Fact 3:  BART provides hundreds of thousands of trips daily and over 100 million trips annually.   
 
Request for judicial notice of Facts 1, 2 and 3 is denied.  These are factual statements, which 
require evidence.  They are certainly not “facts” of “generalized knowledge” or facts “so 
universally known that they cannot reasonably be the subject of dispute.”  See Evid. Code 
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Section 451(f).  In any event, nothing in these three items would bear on the legal issues 
presented in this demurrer. 
 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00350 
CASE NAME: M. P-F  VS.  BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PRAYER FOR ATTORNEYS FEES PER CCP 1021.5 
FILED BY BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint asserts a claim for attorney’s fees under the “private 
attorney general” statute, Code of Civil Procedure § 1021.5.  Defendant moves to strike the 
prayer for attorney fees as legally unwarranted.  The motion is denied as superfluous. 
 
There is no requirement that fees under § 1021.5 be pleaded in the complaint.  Such fees 
“are not part of the underlying cause of action, but are incidents to the cause and are properly 
awarded after entry of a … judgment ….”  Snatchko v. Westfield LLC (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 
469, 497 (citation omitted).  As they are not required to be pleaded, a motion to strike them from 
a pleading is surplusage.  As Snatchko reflects, the decision whether such fees are warranted 
is better left to the end of the case when the litigation’s scope is fully defined and its outcome is 
known.  
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00632 
CASE NAME: CHURCH  VS.  TURNAGE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY KENNETH R. TURNAGE II, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Kenneth R. Turnage and Kenneth R. Turnage II General Contractor’s Demurrer is 

continued to September 1, 2017, upon stipulation of the parties and order of the court. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL16-00219 
CASE NAME: QUICK BRIDGE  VS. BOWMAN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO HAVE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT CAPTIONED 
FILED BY QUICK BRIDGE FUNDING, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is granted.  Judgment will be entered in accordance with the Stipulation for 
Entry of Judgment. 
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 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL17-00218 
CASE NAME: HERRERA  VS.  GOSAIN/HAPPY VALLEY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS DEFENDANTS' APPEAL 
FILED BY PEDRO HERRERA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants filed this action as an appeal from a Decision of the Labor Commissioner.  However, 
they have not posted an undertaking, as required by Labor Code § 98.2(b).  Accordingly, 
plaintiff’s motion to dismiss this appeal is granted.  Plaintiff may file a noticed motion for an 
award of attorney fees and costs. 
 
However, the form of [Proposed] Judgment proffered by plaintiff goes too far in directing that an 
OSC will issue if defendants do not pay within ten days.  The judgment to be entered here is an 
ordinary civil judgment like any other.  Collecting it is the plaintiff’s business.  Counsel is to 
provide a proposed judgment with the second paragraph deleted. 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN16-1462 
CASE NAME: RASOOLY  VS.  THE CITY OF OAKLEY 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT PER CCP 1094 
FILED BY THE CITY OF OAKLEY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Respondent City of Oakley moves for judgment per Code of Civil Procedure § 1094.  
The motion is granted. 

Petitioner Rasooly filed a Petition for Writ of Mandamus pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 
§ 1094.5 on August 4, 2016, and an amended petition the next day. By that First Amended 
Petition, Petitioner sought to compel the City of Oakley “to set aside its decision affirming the 
demolition of Mr. Rasooly’s building so that Mr. Rasooly may continue in his efforts to repair his 
building.” First Amended Petition at 2:6-8. 

The City moves for Judgment on the grounds that Petitioner failed to exhaust his City Council 
appeal remedy of the operative notice of demolition in the manner required by the City’s 
municipal code and that the Court accordingly lacks jurisdiction. Petitioner’s opposition is based 
primarily on his contention that he did not receive the March 1, 2017 Notice and Order. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Responded the City requests judicial notice (the “Request”) of the International Property 
Maintenance Code and sections of the Oakley Municipal Code. This Request is unopposed. The 
Request is granted. Evid. Code §§ 452, 453. 

Facts and Procedural History 

Rasooly owns property located at 150 Acme Street within Oakley. There is some history with the 
City and Mr. Rasooly with respect to this property, including a prior Notice and Order to Repair 
or Demolish, and an unsuccessful appeal thereof to the City Council. The present Petition was 
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filed in August 2016, seeking to set aside the City’s decision ordering the demolition of the 
Property.  That issue has been mooted, however, by subsequent developments. 

At issue now is the City’s new Notice and Order to Repair or Demolish Structure, issued on 
March 1, 2017 after an intervening engineering inspection. As with the previous Notice and 
Order, the 2017 Notice directed Rasooly to repair or demolish the Property within strict 
deadlines. The 2017 Notice also advised that “[i]f the abatement work is not commenced or 
completed within the time specified at any deadline, the City Manager may proceed to cause the 
work to be done and charge the costs thereof against the property or its owner as per OMC 
1.6.110(4).” 

The 2017 Notice was served on Rasooly both by physically posting on the Property and by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, to Rasooly’s address, as shown on the most recent 
Assessor’s Roll maintained by Contra Costa County. That address was a P.O. Box in Lafayette. 
Thus, the letter could not be delivered to any physical location, such as Rasooly’s residence or 
place of business; it had to be picked up at the Post Office. The letter posted to Mr. Rasooly’s 
address was returned as undelivered. The returned letter indicates that notice of the letter was 
sent twice to Rasooly. Rasooly acknowledges in his declaration that he did not check his post 
office box. He also testifies that he did not visit the Property and did not see the posted 2017 
Notice. 

The City did not receive any written notice of appeal from Mr. Rasooly of the 2017 Notice within 
the 20 days he had to request an appeal. 

Analysis 

Code of Civil Procedure § 1094 provides that “[i]f a petition for a writ of mandate … presents no 
triable issue of fact or is based solely on an administrative record, the matter may be determined 
by the court by noticed motion of any party for a judgment on the peremptory writ.” See also 
Dunn v. County of Santa Barbara (2006) 135 Cal.App.4th 1281, 1286 (“[w]here, as here, an 
administrative mandamus proceeding purportedly presents no triable issue of fact or is based 
solely on the administrative record, the proper procedure is a motion for judgment on the writ 
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1094.”).  

Here, the City moves on the basis that it served the 2017 Notice on the Petitioner and he did not 
appeal.  As a consequence, the City argues, the Court lacks jurisdiction to consider this action 
and should enter judgment on the writ petition pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 1094. 

The Method of Service provision of the City Code, which adopts the International Property 
Maintenance Code (“IPMC”) provides that: 

Such notice shall be deemed to be properly served if a copy thereof is: 

1. Delivered personally; 
2. Sent by certified or first-class mail addressed to the last known address; or 
3. If the notice is returned showing that the letter was not delivered, a copy 

thereof shall be posted in a conspicuous place in or about the structure 
affected by such notice. 

IPMC § 107.3. There is no contention that the service made in this case does not 
conform to the above requirements – in fact, doubly so.  Here, the notice was both sent 
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by certified mail as required in item (2), and posted on the property as required in 
item (3). 

Rasooly contends that this facially proper service does not count, because he did not actually 
receive the 2017 Notice and Order. Opposition at 4. That, however, is because Rasooly chose 
neither to check his post office box (despite notices to him of a certified letter there), nor visit the 
property.  There is nothing in the relevant Code section that requires actual receipt. If the notice 
is either sent by certified mail, or posted on the property, then the service of the notice is 
complete and sufficient. See, e.g., Baughman v. Medical Board (1995) 40 Cal.App.4th 398, 402 
(method of service authorized by Government Code § 11505 satisfied by certified mail to the 
address on file; “[d]ue process of law does not require actual notice, but only a method 
reasonably certain to accomplish that end.”). 

Under Rasooly’s reasoning, a property owner could indefinitely dodge a properly served notice 
by simply refusing to check his own mailbox and failing to visit his own property – at least until 
the City could track him down for personal service. That is not what the IMPC allows or requires. 
Rasooly knew full well that the condition of this property was the subject of legal proceedings; 
indeed, he filed the present litigation as part of those proceedings. If he did not physically 
receive the March 2017 notice, he has only himself to blame. 

For similar reasons, Petitioner’s additional argument that service was improper because the City 
sent the certified notice simultaneous with posting on the Property also lacks merit. In point of 
fact, § 107.3 reads “or” between the provision for certified or first-class mail and the provision for 
posting notice in or about the structure. That the City posted the 2017 Notice before the certified 
mail was returned does not invalidate service. 

Finally, there is no requirement that Petitioner’s attorney of record must be served with the 
Notice and Order. This argument lacks merit and not supported by citation to any municipal 
code. 

The Motion is granted. Respondent to prepare the order and form of judgment. 

 

  

10.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC14-00639 
CASE NAME: CAVEN  VS.  PANLILIO 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE / 7 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This date was vacated. 
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11.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC17-00442 
CASE NAME: LOCKETT  VS.  DRISKELL 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR WRIT OF ATTACHMENT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Application is continued for one week (to July 14, 2017 at 9:00) so that it may be heard at 
the same time as defendant’s pending demurrer. 
 

 

12.  TIME: 10:01   CASE#: MSC17-01142 
CASE NAME: HUTTLINGER  VS.  CROW CANYON 
HEARING ON OSC RE: PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
SET BY PLAINTIFF 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel and parties to appear for evidentiary hearing and/or argument. 
 

  

 


